
CityChurch Sunday Morning

My Strategy How do I make my legacy a reality?



Planning Our Lives
We will continue for the next three weeks preparing to live intentionally in 2019. We 
all want to live life to the fullest, lives that reach their full potential. We will be 
following our tool Lifen as a guide in this process.

Outline of our time: 
Jan 6 - Story, Purpose and Abilities 
Jan 13 - Legacy
Jan 20 - Strategy
Feb 10 - Habits



Planning Our Lives
Lifen is about living life to the fullest. A Life that reaches its full potential. A life that
• Is full of joy, thankfulness
• Makes a difference and has an impact in this world, starting with our own family, and 

communities 

Hebrew wisdom, hokmah means - skill in living
• This is only attained when we build our lives around core, sound principles of living 

and practice them regularly 
• We must get a sense of where we are going in life, then focus on habits and processes 

of acquiring wisdom across our lifetime.
• If you don’t design your life, chance are you’ll fall into someone else’s plan. Guess 

what they have planned for you? Not much.



–John 10:10

10 The thief comes only to steal and kill and 
destroy; I came that they may have life, 
and have it abundantly.

Walking Wisely

An “Abundant” Life

Stewarding Our Days

10 Be very careful, then, how you live—not as 
unwise but as wise, making the most of every 
opportunity, because the days are evil.

–Ephesians 5:15–16

–Psalm 90:12

12 So teach us to number our days,
That we may present to You a heart of wisdom.



Planning Our Lives
Planning
Your Story - the historical circumstances, beyond your control that have shaped your life
Your Purpose - in light of your story, why do you exist, what do you have to contribute
Your Abilities - your uniquely given gifts and abilities, how they fit into your role
Your Legacy - what are you passing on to others, how will you be remembered

Living it Out
Your Strategy - making your legacy a reality, focusing on our whole life strategy planning 
Your Habits - carefully developing habits and disciplines that serve your entire life
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Don’t fall off the horse here!



Idea Reality

Now we need to deal seriously with…



We need to develop a strategic life plan.



A  plan designed to keep it all in balance.

Individual Family Local Community World Community



The demands of life and cultural 
pressures war against this.



Putting daily planners in their place!

They aren’t a tool for strategic life thinking/planning.  
But we use them that way.

Daily Planners

Daily Activities



Moving from strategy to activity.

Planning Guides

Yearly / Monthly / Daily Activities

Your Strategy

Should give you tremendous confidence in your decisions and actions! 
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Lifelong Intentions

1. Aspirations or mini-visions for each element of your life purpose.
2. These should be worded in a way that would be true of you 

throughout your life.
3. Several aspirations for each area of your life.
4. Write in a few words —> Then explain more thoroughly

Lifelong Intentions







Long-Range Goals

1. Based on your unique life purpose.
2. At least 5-years in length, and as many as 30 years.
3. Basic question: What do I need to be doing over the next 5 (or 

more) years to accomplish each lifelong intention?

Long-Range Goals







Flexible Strategy

1. This is a 1-2 Year plan.
2. Prioritize the activities, dates, deadlines and review systems 

needed to help you accomplish your goals.
3. Identify the habits you need to build over a period of time.
4. Identify one-time simple goals, such as skills to be learned.

Flexible Strategy
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Maximizing the Impact of Your Strategy
❖ Work on it as a household —> A tool for creating one-mindedness.

❖ Husbands / Wives

❖ Children

❖ Shapes a meaningful assessment framework.

❖ Share it with your church leaders and mentors

❖ Shepherding resource —> Strengths? Gaps?
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